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Opening [2 min]
Inspirational [2 min]
Working Group updates [15 min]
Communications Subcommittee Pitch for Roles [5 min]
Recruiting people to work in Communications Sub-Committee
1. Website team,
2. Email team,
3. Social media teams
Upcoming events and announcements [5 min]
Intermission 1: [10 min]
Campaigns [40 min]
Ecosocialists Community garden campaign presentation [20 min]
Immigration Working group campaign presentation [20 min]
Ecosocialists Principles Endorsement stuff [10 min]
Treasurer's Report [3 min]
Intermission 2: [10 min]
Venezuela Statement [5 min]
Voting on WG Charters [10 min]
Electoral WG Charter
Healthcare Justice WG Charter
Ecosocialist WG Charter
Bernie Endorsement Discussion
Presentation on the 3 questions and the petition [5 min]
Max’s presentation [5 min]
Move to debate and vote [10 min]
1. Endorse petition
2. Endorse Max’s statement
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DSA SAN DIEGO - MAJOR CAMPAIGN SURVEY
Name of major campaign: “Growing a Revolution in the Community Garden”
1. Provide a short summary/overview (200 words or less) of the major campaign’s main
goals and a brief outline of the steps you anticipate will realize their fulfillment. (Tip:
Completing the rest of the survey first will provide good material for your summary.)
Goal 1: Engage in urban farming work at Project New Village’s Mt. Hope Community Garden to
build rapport and working relationships.
Goal 2: Acquire 1-2 DSA EcoSoc plots, cultivating produce for use in direct aid in conjunction
with Immigration WG and HHWG. A second plot can be acquired to experiment with cultivating
drought-tolerant plants and produce. Table at PNV-affiliated farmers markets in Lemon Grove
and Chollas Creekside Park to build awareness/relationships in southeastern SD.
Goal 3: Hold regular organizer trainings for the DSA chapter for related skills in preparation for
public-facing aspects of campaign (one-on-one organizing conversations, building/working in
coalitions, canvassing/surveying door-to-door, etc.)
Goal 4: Craft, publicize, and follow through on combined free cultivation and political education
programming (seminars, workshops) to give at Mt. Hope Community Garden or other venue in
southeast SD.
Goal 5: Plan, publicize, and execute solidarity fundraising for PNV to expand their projects (e.g.
community gardens, senior housing).
Goal 6: Build relationships with other sympathetic orgs focusing on social justice and equity
while surveying/canvassing southeast SD to learn what material and attainable issues we can
organize around in a coalition.
Goal 7: Using working relationships with other orgs and working class people in southeastern
SD, build a coalition to articulate and politically organize around social
justice/ecosocialist-adjacent issues (e.g. expanded community garden network/more friendly
urban farming laws, free/expanded public transit, fresh produce requirements in schools, etc.).
2. Would it be affiliated with an existing working group? If so, which WG?
Ecosocialist WG
3. Would it require the participation of/collaboration with other DSA chapters or other
local/regional left-wing organizations? If so, which one(s) and how do you plan on
building an effective partnership?
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Project New Village would be the principal organization our campaign would collaborate with.
We have done much of the primary work in building an effective partnership by being consistent
in working at the Mt. Hope community garden and, in general, showing enthusiasm in helping
PNV expand.
Ancillary organizations and DSA components that we would plan to work with are the National
Ecosocialism WG (excellent national resource and knowledge base), Slow Food (they’ve done
work in making San Diego property tax laws more friendly towards community garden
expansion), Racial Justice Coalition, Pillars of the Community, etc.
With San Diego-based organizations, we plan to build DSA San Diego’s reputation/visibility as a
socialist organization serious about helping empower and organize working class people,
particularly in southeast San Diego. To reach this goal, the campaign will, over the course of
months, publicize (at meetings of various orgs if possible, hand out flyers while tabling/surveying
door-to-door, over phone/email) educational workshops/seminars, solidarity fundraisers for
PNV, etc. In short, we will need to demonstrate that we are a credible organization that can act
on our ideals to tangibly improve the material conditions of people and boost their class
consciousness.
4. What would you expect the chapter to achieve by the end of the year? How do you
expect to sustain major campaign-related activities over time if target goals remain
unfulfilled after one year?
By the end of the year, we expect that we will be forming the coalition outlined in Goal 7
required to build a broader political movement. All previous goals are designed to build
org-to-org and people-to-people relationships, improve organizer effectiveness, and enhance
DSA’s credibility to be a coalition partner and a serious actor for substantial political change.
If this goal or other goals remain unfulfilled by the end of the year, all is not lost; we can
continue to work on already-existing base building strategy employed in the campaign (holding
educational workshops, tabling at farmers markets, etc.) and also conduct an assessment of
potential tactics we can use in order to be more effective allies in working class struggle. DSA
Interest can be maintained by continuing to make use of the structure of community garden and
other solidarity work we will have built out over 2019.
5. How would you measure success?
●
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Near-Term(1-5 Months): Success would be measured in a thriving crop with predictable
and measurable yields. To achieve this goal, we will need an Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) plan that is approved by the community garden, and is able to be
implemented by any participant of this working group. Additionally, repairing
infrastructure (e.g. the wooden barrier of our plot), creating the means of independently

producing bio-friendly nutrients, while subsequently applying the nutrients as needed will
significantly increase the likelihood of long-term success.
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●

In regards to producing a reliable crop, near-term success would heavily depend on our
plot’s yield to augment the objectives of other working groups within the DSA (e.g.
Immigration and Homeless and Housing Working Groups) by providing a reliable source
of food.

●

Establish and maintain a system of consistent tabling at PNV farmers markets

●

Hold at least one organizer training and one educational workshop for the public.

●

2. Intermediate-Term (6-10 Months): This is an aggregation of near-term success as
defined above while meeting political and interpersonal relationship goals of our working
group. In addition to building trust and rapport among the community and our working
group, political ideas and community experiences will be non-intrusively shared between
parties. Eventually, our adoption into the community will better equip us to show
solidarity more effectively on a social and political level.

●

Hold remaining organizer trainings and basic skill-sharing workshops ran by DSA
members that directly impact near and intermediate-term objectives will be in place, and
a basic framework for replicating the successes of our working group will be in place.

●

Successfully hold at least one solidarity fundraiser

●

Start inquiry with potential coalition partners and door-to-door canvassing to listen and
learn what immediate material issues that, ideally, overlap with ecosocialist demands
and can be addressed through a political campaign of collective action

●

3. Long-Term (11+ Months): One complete annual crop plan successfully executed
(success defined as the accomplishment of near and intermediate-term goals), a
consistent and symbiotic relationship between our working group and Mt. Hope
Community Garden. Skill-sharing workshops are easily implemented by members of the
working group, and can be shared with other chapters. Other working groups that
provide aid will have reliable crops on-hand to harvest as required by their missions. A
recorded yearly summary of successes and failures is recommended to set the
foundation for the following year, and a rudimentary seed bank will have formed by the
end of the year.

●

A significant long-term goal to consider is to cultivate crops that will be far more resilient
to anthropogenic climate change than the previous annual crop.

●

Reach out to potential coalition partners and organize first coalition meeting, starting a
sustained political campaign to better the material circumstances of working class people
in southeast San Diego and raise their class consciousness.

6. If not affiliated with an existing WG, how would you organize DSA members to ensure
adherence to the strategy?
N/A
7. Do you foresee this major campaign requiring additional financial resources/funds? If
so, what will we need and how do you plan on obtaining these funds?
Yes.
Near-term: We will need funding for initial seed packets (estimated ~$25) per-season.
Germination rates for seeds diminish with age, however, some seeds can be stored longer than
others (e.g. Arugula seeds can be stored ~4 years, while parsnip seeds can be stored for ~1
year). Our working group will choose seed that can last for multiple years before requiring
replacement.
Infrastructure repairs and additions are needed (estimated $?): a section of our plot’s wooden
barrier has been compromised by termite damage. Additionally, hardware cloth cages and
landscape staples will need to be constructed to prevent rodents from further destroying our
crops.
Pesticide (Sluggo) (Estimated ~$23.00). Moderate pill bug damage has been observed. The
proposed iron phosphate-based pesticide is listed by the Organic Materials Review Institute
(OMRI), and will not adversely affect our crops. It is safe to use around pets and wildlife.
Considering the nature of the pest (pill bugs feed primarily during the night), and our limited time
at the garden, it is unfeasible to manually remove the pest due to the significant time investment
needed to implement this form of pest control.
A soil test is required (Estimated Free) to determine if there are any NPK deficiencies that need
to be addressed. Additionally, a better understanding of our soil contents will help our working
group in diagnosing any plant disorders that may occur.
Near-term funding can be acquired by out-of-pocket cost from our working group members.
Intermediate-Term: Another plot for an experimental native drought-tolerant crop would be
beneficial for our long-term goal of creating a plan for a sustainable crop that utilizes far less
resources than a crop that caters to a traditional American diet (Estimated $60).
Renting space for working group members for education (Estimated $?).
Long-Term: Anticipatory property development expenses for Mt. Hope Community Garden
area.
Long-Term funding could include solidarity fundraising.
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8. How do you see this campaign building into a longer-term socialist strategy for DSA
San Diego locally?
In DSA San Diego, we face challenges specific to our position as a left organization in a
politically centrist metro area, nestled in turn in a broadly liberal state. Formal membership
surges during politically charged moments, but we have a tough time turning members out to
plan canvasses, develop communications campaigns, and rally in large numbers. Projects like
“Growing a Revolution in the Community Garden” provide the perfect entree for members who
are new to political organizing.
Beyond those who gravitate to socialism through their peer groups, this campaign can serve as
a focal point for our efforts to build a diverse working-class coalition. Our overall capacity to
effectively collaborate with one another, devise long-term plans, form substantive partnerships
with local allies, and connect with members of low-income communities will only be improved by
undertaking this campaign.
With this campaign, we can improve the development of members drawn to DSA through
existing inputs and cross the channels of solidarity that capitalism does its best to obstruct. An
artificially divided San Diego is incompatible with a resilient San Diego. Our project dissolves
boundaries and positions us best for a worker-directed, democratically conceived tomorrow.
9. How do you see this campaign building into a longer-term socialist strategy in
general?
One of the foremost challenges of the 21st Century will be producing enough
ecologically-sustainable crops to ensure that every person on the planet will be able to meet
their nutritional needs. Rapidly increasing the space set aside for community gardens in cities is
crucial because they will play a significant role in supplementing the crops produced on
polycentric, mid-scale tracts outside of population centers.
An exciting aspect of this campaign from a socialist perspective is that the process of expanding
community gardens and educating the public will necessitate the development of creative
partnerships between working class members of all ages within communities. Schools, for
instance, could host a sizable community garden or partner with one nearby to provide students
with experience in implementing agroecological farming practices, using produce to prepare
meals, and collectively managing a shared space. Community gardens can also contribute to
food equity by eliminating “food deserts” and source produce for various community events or
activities.
In order to reduce our material output globally, we will have to deemphasize formal employment
by shortening the duration of the work week and developing communal labor arrangements to
meet our collective needs. Rather than relying on the labor of a few wage workers, the
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maintenance of large community gardens will rely on the collaborative efforts of the many, so
our work on this campaign can contribute to the emergence of an ecosocialist vision for the
“future of work” as well.
We can promote our vision for the future of labor by contrasting the cooperative nature of
community garden work with the antisocial nature of traditional employment in our writings
about the campaign. Whereas employment in the capitalist economy often entails isolation and
cutthroat competition, community-based production will strengthen social relationships and build
working class solidarity.
If there’s any hope of a livable future for billions around the planet, food justice needs to be one
of our top priorities as a broader movement. We can set an example for socialists around the
world by organizing to meet our goals, and sharing our experiences far-and-wide in an effort to
make food justice a reality for all. As environmental pressures continue to mount and food
insecurity heightens, cities will need to expand community gardens in order to protect their
residents from potential supply shocks and guarantee that they have a reliable source of fresh
produce. This campaign presents us with a precious opportunity to get a head start.

10. Why does this campaign/project warrant a privileging of chapter resources, (i.e.,
space at meetings, emphasis in communications, chapter funds)?
This campaign warrants the privileging of chapter resources because DSA San Diego, along
with DSA as a whole, is composed of mostly professional-managerial class folks who are
overwhelmingly male and white. This campaign seeks to disrupt the prevailing paradigm by
prioritizing base building work in an ethnically diverse, working class region of San Diego, where
our socialist message can potentially find not only more sympathetic ears than the city’s more
affluent neighborhoods, but also where our message can potentially help materially improve and
empower the lives of working class people.
This campaign was crafted with an eye towards helping this chapter attain sustained, long-term
political success in San Diego as an organization that helps build up and empower a working
class capable of collectively articulating and organizing around a concrete vision to exercise
power and achieve truly revolutionary reforms.
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Major campaign: Immigration
1. Summary
Our main goal is to build cross-border relationships with members of the caravan and
organizations in the San Diego-Tijuana region that support the caravan.
We aim to do this because:
1. The response of the current US administration to the arrival of the last two
caravans has brought attention to the violence that is inherently part of a border.
We recognize that this has led a growing number of people from all over the
country to mobilize themselves in support of the caravan, however there is a lack
of understanding and knowledge about what that support would look like. We
would attempt, with this campaign, to answer that question and establish
ourselves as a consistent and reliable resource in the San Diego/Tijuana region
for organizers from all over the United States and Mexico.
2. We would have the opportunity through these relationships to be of aid in voice
and action when the caravan or supporters of the caravan are subject to
repression by the state.
We aim to do this by:
1. Making regular trips across the border to:
a. Assess needs that we may be able to help with.
b. Serve as an entry point for people (both within our chapter and without)
who would be interested in contributing but unfamiliar with the work in
Tijuana and/or the process to cross the border.
2. Raising awareness around the ongoing criminalization of migration and the
flouting of international amnesty laws by both the US and Mexico while also
bringing attention to the self-organizational methods and activities of the migrant
caravan. We would do this via events organized with our coalition partners.
3. Conducting regular Spanish Practice sessions: Language is a barrier to doing
this work, we aim to combat that by creating a regular opportunity for members to
practice their language skills.

2. Would it be affiliated with an existing working group? If so, which WG?
Immigration WG
3. Would it require the participation of/collaboration with other DSA chapters or other
local/regional left-wing organizations? If so, which one(s) and how do you plan on
building an effective partnership?
We have started building relationships with:
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1. Enclave Caracol: An autonomous community space in Tijuana that serves as a center
for migrant support activities and runs a Food Not Bombs operation.
2. Espacio Migrante: A shelter for migrants and community space that organizes
Spanish/English classes and other programs.
3. Bridge of Love Across the Border: Birdie Gutierrez fundraises and collects donations that
she then distributes to her network across the border.
4. SDMRSC: The San Diego Migrant and Refugee Solidarity Coalition is comprised of over
two dozen San Diego and Tijuana-based grassroots community organizations, who are
united in our commitment to migrants and refugees of the Central American Exodus.
5. Al Otro Lado: A bi-national legal services organization serving indigent deportees,
migrants, and refugees in Tijuana, Mexico.
6. Migrant Run Autonomous Kitchen
7. Casa Arcoiris: LGBTQ migrant shelter
This campaign involves the building and strengthening of these relationships, which we would
aim to do via our actions detailed above.
4. What would you expect the chapter to achieve by the end of the year? How do you
expect to sustain major campaign-related activities over time if target goals remain
unfulfilled after one year?
Cross border work:
With the expected arrival of multiple caravans to Tijuana in the coming year, we would expect
the chapter to use the knowledge gained to effectively allocate resources/time during these
arrivals in a manner that does not perpetuate existing power structures. We expect to sustain a
flow of organizers for regular trips across the border and the work to support those trips.
Coalition Work:
As relative newcomers to this organizing space we aim to support the San Diego Migrant and
Refugee Solidarity Coalition by doing a significant portion of the organizational/administrative
work while taking cues on political questions from more seasoned organizers. The coalition
plans on holding community fair events to educate the general population on this issue and to
fundraise.
We aim to continue the work via the working group if these goals are not met, leveraging the
work of the major campaign to build effectiveness.
5. How would you measure success?
We would measure success by our ability to:
1. Assess the needs of migrants by gaining knowledge through regular trips across the
border and determine how chapter members can support those needs. Or, if beyond the
scope of our current abilities, reaching out to other organizers.
2. Prepare interested chapter members by organizing trips to Tijuana to help them orient to
the city and the process of crossing the border. Hold Spanish practice sessions in order
to develop, at the very least, the necessary basic language skills. Survey the skill sets of
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3.
4.

5.

6.

interested chapter members in order to potentially develop workshops for migrants that
are educational or offer enrichment.
Continually document new information we gain on trips across the border in order to
keep up with frequently changing conditions on the ground.
Organize with the SDMRSC to hold community fair events to educate the general
population on this issue and to fundraise. Perform the initial organizational/administrative
work and then contributing as needed, taking cues on political questions from more
seasoned organizers.
Determine the logistics required to complete the work effectively based on the task.
Crossing back into the United States by car is time consuming so some trips would be
better to do by crossing on foot. Small delivery runs where the destination is close to the
border can be done by foot, whereas a large delivery of supplies would require a car.
Continually reflect on our experiences on the ground and engage in dialogue with
migrants and other organizers we come into contact with in order to ensure that our
efforts are rooted in solidarity. The migrant community should be the ones determining
their needs and the conditions under which those needs are addressed.

6. If not affiliated with an existing WG, how would you organize DSA members to ensure
adherence to the strategy?
N.A.
7. Do you foresee this major campaign requiring additional financial resources/funds? If
so, what will we need and how do you plan on obtaining these funds?
Yes
A significant part of our work in Tijuana would be identifying areas where material help would be
required.
We aim to fundraise via events organized together with the SDMRSC as well as encourage
DSA chapters across the country to fundraise for particular needs.
8. How do you see this campaign building into a longer-term socialist strategy for DSA
San Diego locally?
Our chapter is in a unique position – located adjacent to the U.S.-Mexico border and within one
of the most nominally progressive states in the nation. While the highly publicized Central
American exodus of November 2018 drew volunteers and organizers from all over the country,
opportunities to organize across the Southern California region will endure. DSA San Diego can
offer more consistent opportunities to participate in migrant solidarity activities to members of
our chapter, to members of chapters in our region, and to general community members
connecting to us through the San Diego Migrant and Refugee Solidarity Coalition.
Whether or not participation by coalition members results in an expanded membership, stronger
alliances will build our base. Chapter endorsements of political candidates and ballot measures
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will gain greater visibility and influence, and we can count on a solid, shared understanding of
migration-related realities by counterparts across our region.

9. How do you see this campaign building into a longer-term socialist strategy in
general?
Antipathy to migration is quite possibly the worst failing of the American left. Unorganized
workers and labor unions alike have fallen prey to brazen scapegoating by capitalists from the
Ellis Island era onward, descending into the open racism of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882
and pursuing a steady drumbeat of xenophobia ever since.
Yet there are no better levers for capitalism than the world’s rigidly controlled borders. Wage
pressures are easily dissipated by capital’s flight to zones where resources of all kinds are
cheaper – a movement that is then throttled when attempted by opportunity-seeking laborers.
To kneecap capitalism, the borders must fall.
The actions of U.S. administrations from 1986 onward have proven a bipartisan consensus
around brutal immigration enforcement. Policies of “deterrence” advanced by the most recent
two U.S. administrations mirror European activities in the Mediterranean, where supposedly
universal covenants to honor the sanctity of refuge are implicitly sidelined by state priorities. Our
work in San Diego in Tijuana provides an ideological reversal – an explicit and implicit
declaration of welcome.
Through this work, we can correct grievous errors of the left’s past and deflect attempts to divide
workers across our increasingly vulnerable world.
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An Ecosocialist Green New Deal:
Guiding Principles
Democratic Socialists of America
Ecosocialist Working Group
February 25, 2019

Humankind has reached a moment of existential crisis. Human activity is causing disastrous
climate disruption and Earth’s sixth mass extinction event, triggering critical losses of
biodiversity. We are already locked in for global warming that will have catastrophic effects, and
we are on a slippery path to our own extinction. The 2018 Special Report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warns unequivocally that “without societal
transformation and rapid implementation of ambitious greenhouse gas reduction measures,
pathways to limiting warming to 1.5°C and achieving sustainable development will be
exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.”
Yet, the crisis we face exceeds ecological breakdown. Deepening inequality, suppressed
democracy, precarious jobs, racial and gendered violence, border hostility, and endless wars
make up the terrain on which climate destabilization will be unleashed. The most vulnerable
members of society will be hit hardest, first, and suffer most.
We must solve the climate crisis and the inequality crisis together. Climate remedies in the
context of austerity will produce a popular backlash, as we see in the yellow vest protests
against a fuel tax. Corporations profiting from fossil extraction have long worked to turn
workers against environmentalists, claiming that clean energy would be a job killer. But working
class and poor people's quality of life, gravely threatened by climate disruption, would greatly
improve in a just transition. Because corporate capitalism rewards extraction to concentrate
wealth, it must be replaced by a sustainable economy. A Green New Deal can begin the
transition from exploitative capitalism to democratic ecological socialism.
The urgency and scale of the crisis we face demand solutions that meet the magnitude of this
moment. The ineffectual gradualism and corporate obedience demonstrated by the U.S.
government’s climate response has proven to be a dead-end for humanity. We need rapid,
systemic transformation that heals the stratification of wealth and power while putting
decarbonization and justice at the forefront.
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We need a Green New Deal. We demand a Green New Deal, and we demand that it serve people
and planet—not profit.
For too long, our livelihoods have been undermined by the pursuit of profit. Land expropriation,
mass murder, and slavery on a vast scale built the great fortunes, the markets in cotton and
industrial goods, and the system of finance and extraction that are with us today. Their legacy is
plain to see. People are starving while we throw away food. Buildings are empty while people
sleep on the streets. Working class communities, especially those of color, are being poisoned
by polluting industries that are wrecking the climate, all for the sake of making the rich richer.
We can no longer allow our lives and liberation to be undermined by an extractive system that
uproots wealth from nature, communities, workers, and vulnerable peoples, while imposing onto
them all of the costs. We will no longer allow corporate monopolies and their political servants
to control the resources we need and the outcome of our lives. We demand justice and power
for The People to determine our future—a future that belongs to everyone living and yet to live.
Future generations are entitled to a beautiful planet with a vibrant natural world that can sustain
a good life for all people. Creating a fully ecological society will require a revolutionary
transformation to replace the capitalist social order based on exploitation and oppression with a
new society based on cooperation, equity, and justice. A Green New Deal must serve as a bridge
toward this future. To that end, we support the resolutions introduced by Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez in the House and Sen. Ed Markey in the Senate while recognizing that they are
conversation starters—not complete and adequate blueprints. Their proposals are facing fierce
opposition from corporate politicians and nervous ridicule from Wall Street pundits, but the
opportunity to campaign for a radical and effective Green New Deal remains in our hands.
Comments by the Climate Justice Alliance and the Indigenous Environmental Network advance
the vision of what a Green New Deal rooted in a truly just transition should look like.
The radical Green New Deal we need will not be introduced in a single bill or resolution—it can
only emerge from the grassroots struggles of working people and social movements. Together
with our allies, we can organize a powerful multi-faceted movement to catalyze the major left
turn in American politics and massive structural changes that are necessary to ensure climate
justice and human survival.
Because we see the fight for the climate as a struggle against capitalism itself and the myriad
forms of oppression which sustain it, we propose to organize within Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA) and without around the following guiding principles for a radical Green New Deal:
1. Decarbonize the economy fully by 2030. We need to set a more ambitious timeframe
than the IPCC 1.5°C pathways suggest because of the United States’ historical
responsibility for carbon pollution, because highly industrialized societies have the
greatest capacity to rapidly reduce emissions and afford the shift from endless
fossil-fueled growth to regenerative systems, and because faster decarbonization will
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give us the greatest chance of avoiding more catastrophic climate tipping points. We
must mobilize all carbon-intensive sectors of the economy to eliminate greenhouse gas
emissions at the source, and to scale up processes that safely and naturally draw down
and remove excess carbon from the atmosphere—not as market-based “offsets” for
ongoing emissions, but to begin restoring a safe climate for all.
2. Democratize control over major energy systems and resources. Nationalize fossil fuel
producers to phase them out as quickly as necessary—no new fossil fuel projects can be
authorized or built. Socialize fossil-dependent industries so that they can be scaled back
or transformed to fossil-free processes. Establish public ownership of utilities and the
electric grid, and support energy cooperatives and community solar and wind projects
for democratic control of the shift to 100% renewable energy. Shift from monoculture
and factory farms to diversified agroecology. Expand municipal and state public banks,
finance community land trusts, and end water privatization. Reinvest in and expand
national parks; vastly expand national forests, grasslands, and wildlife preserves to
enable natural carbon capture; and preserve public lands for future generations.
Encourage replacement of individually-owned vehicles and short-haul air travel with
expanded regional and high-speed electric rail, free public transit, shared vehicles,
bicycles and other non-fossil-fuel modes of transportation in ways that benefit
disadvantaged communities. The future is a public good, not a private luxury.
3. Center the working class in a just transition to an economy of societal and ecological
care. Guarantee a job with union wages and benefits to everyone who wants one by
creating millions of public sector jobs and funding massive direct investments to build
decarbonized infrastructure in critical sectors like renewable energy, regenerative
agriculture, soil and ecosystem restoration, environmental impact mitigation, and
climate adaptation while also expanding support for low-carbon care sectors like
healthcare, education, and domestic work. Empower workers with stronger labor
protections and rights to collectively organize. Promote worker-owned and
worker-controlled cooperatives and enterprises at all levels of the economy. Ensure
workers' democratic control over the use of technological innovation and automation at
work. Reduce the work week and guarantee substantial, paid parental leave and vacation
time for all workers.
4. Decommodify survival by guaranteeing living wages, healthcare, childcare, housing,
food, water, energy, public transit, a healthy environment, and other necessities for all.
Ensure market forces do not displace frontline and working class communities from
their neighborhoods by implementing universal rent control, and work cooperatively with
communities in the line of climatic danger to relocate to safer grounds. Make college
education free so everyone has access to learning skills that may better facilitate the
rapid transition of society. Ensure land and resources are prioritized for building resilient
communities and ecosystems for the many, not the few.
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5. Reinvent our communities to serve people and planet, not profit. Facilitate the creation
of neighborhood transition councils as hubs of distribution, education, participatory
planning, and democratic decision-making. Prioritize funding for projects that build
community health and wealth, beginning with working class, racialized, and Indigenous
communities that are on the frontlines of the climate crisis and collective struggles for
environmental justice. Decriminalize, decarcerate, and demilitarize spaces across all
areas of society. Legally and materially empower communities to meet human needs in
ways that redress social and environmental injustices, including economic, racial,
colonial, and gender-based oppression. Work within cities, towns, and rural communities
to provide better and more sustainable lives through improved land use, sprawl repair,
and support for household and neighborhood downshifting. Fund targeted cleanup
efforts to address environmental injustices and meet a demand of clean air, water, and
soil for all. Help communities plan resilience and prepare for climate shocks, material
shortages, and other consequences of blowing past planetary boundaries.
6. Demilitarize, decolonize, and strive for a future of international solidarity and
cooperation. Enact policies and join in treaties to meet the existential threat of climate
change and abandon the doomed strategy of global military domination. United States
treaty commitments must account for our historical responsibility for the largest total
and per capita greenhouse gas emissions, which will drive climate change for
generations to come. Build consensus throughout the Global North for decarbonization
targets that greatly outpace those of less industrialized countries, which have
contributed the least to and will suffer the most from global warming. Welcome
refugees, share life-saving technologies freely, and provide mitigation and adaptation
resources requested by peoples in the Global South to whom we are materially and
energetically indebted. Recognize the sovereignty of Indigenous peoples, with rights to
free, prior, and informed consent before activities that will affect their territory or
environment. Accept the decisions of Indigenous communities regarding the
construction of future green infrastructure projects that impact their lands and the living
beings they support. Remove United States military presence, influence, and occupation
around the world; end military aid and arms exports; and demilitarize our borders.
7. Redistribute resources from the worst polluters with just and progressive taxes on the
rich, on big corporations, and on dirty industry, as well as by diverting funds away from
policing, prisons, and our government's bloated military budget, which have nothing to
do with defense of people living within American borders and everything to do with
maintaining imperial dominance over other nations and capitalist control of the world’s
resources. United States monetary policy has financed endless wars and wealth
extraction by elites for long enough—it’s time to use it to fund the transformation we
need.
These guiding principles are just a beginning, not an endpoint, for DSA’s engagement in the
campaign for a Green New Deal. We agree with the call of CJA to develop a Green New Deal
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process that is transparent, inclusive, and democratic. We must warn all politicians that we will
not accept a watered-down Green New Deal that they exploit as a mere electoral slogan. They
will either fight for the radical Green New Deal that emerges from our coalition or be exposed as
collaborators with the ecocidal elite who have no concern for our future.
Our role is to help build a militant mass working-class movement that is powerful enough to
secure human flourishing for all beyond the critical next decades, not just survival for some.
Together, we can break the power of capitalists and guarantee the regeneration of a vibrant
natural world that is home for humanity—and all forms of life—for many generations to come.
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Resolution
San Diego DSA members are united in our opposition to U.S. military intervention and sanctions against
Venezuela. We therefore endorse the following statement on Venezuela by National DSA:

DSA Statement on Venezuela
January 24, 2019

Stop Dangerous and Counterproductive US Intervention in Venezuela
Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) categorically opposes any and all efforts by the US
government to intervene in the domestic politics of Venezuela. The US has a long and bloody
track record of actions to overthrow democratically elected governments, stop the spread of
socialism, and maintain US imperial dominance in the region. This includes the US
government’s support of the 2002 Venezuelan coup that led to the temporary ouster of the
legitimately-elected president of Venezuela, Hugo Chávez. These imperial interventions must
stop immediately; the future of the Venezuelan people, and the broader prosperity of Latin
America depend on it.
Venezuela is currently suffering devastating economic and political crises that have left millions
without consistent access to basic goods and services, and in a state of perpetual insecurity.
Inflation has reached astronomical levels, rendering the local currency practically valueless, and
limiting the positive impact of regular minimum wage increases implemented by the Venezuelan
government. In the wake of President Nicolás Maduro’s inauguration for a second term on
January 10, the political situation has become still more dire.
Maduro’s inauguration was accompanied by claims from both the Venezuelan opposition as well
as a host of governments in the region and beyond that, he is no longer the legitimately elected
President of Venezuela. These claims are based on prior accusations that the May 2018
Venezuelan presidential election was marred by the government’s use of tactics that ensured
Maduro’s victory in advance.
The newly-appointed leader of the opposition-controlled Venezuelan National Assembly, Juan
Guaidó of the right-wing Voluntad Popular (Popular Will) party, used this legitimacy crisis as an
opportunity to proclaim himself the acting President of Venezuela, and called upon the
Venezuelan people to rise up in protest against the Maduro government. Many, including a
small band of National Guard soldiers on January 22 (who were quickly suppressed by security
forces), have heeded the call, leading to sustained protests across the country beginning on
January 21.
Though there have been reports of repression on the part of the Venezuelan security forces
(including the brief arrest of Guaidó himself outside Caracas) and property damage on the part
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of opposition protesters (including the arson of an important community center in Caracas),
significant confrontations between government and opposition supporters have yet to
materialize. Nor has there been any indication that top military leaders are planning to break
with Maduro. Nonetheless, the situation remains extremely tense. Any small political
miscalculation could provoke serious violence and chaos in the country.
The role of the United States government in this unfolding situation over the last two weeks has
been substantial and extremely counterproductive. Its actions have served only to deepen
political divisions and decrease the likelihood of a peaceful solution to the crisis. President
Trump and Vice President Pence have both expressed their full support for the unelected
Guaidó as acting President, and are working tirelessly to organize other nations to do the same.
Further, Trump has stated that he is contemplating a military intervention in Venezuela, and the
US National Security Council has indicated that it is strongly considering an embargo on
Venezuelan oil imports to the United States. These actions would each have catastrophic
consequences for the already suffering Venezuelan people. The US government is clearly more
interested in using Venezuela as a boogeyman to show the dangers of socialism than in playing
a constructive role in resolving the crisis. Unfortunately the consequences of this rhetorical
posturing are all too real for the Venezuelan people.
The US government’s recent actions to destabilize Venezuela are only the most recent in a long
series of unfortunate actions it has taken over the past several years. In addition to past
reckless and worrying comments made by President Trump and other members of his
administration about the need for foreign military intervention in Venezuela, the US government
has imposed financial sanctions against Venezuela. These sanctions are putting further
constraints on the importation of desperately needed food and medicine into Venezuela.
The sanctions also preclude Venezuelan firms from access to US credit, effectively eliminating
the Venezuelan oil sector’s capacity to maintain current levels of production, let alone return to
pre-2015 levels (which were more than twice as high as current levels). Given that Venezuela
depends so heavily on oil exports to fund the importation of basic goods, the US government’s
sanctions against Venezuela’s oil sector are tantamount to direct sanctions against the
Venezuelan people, whose economic security grows more precarious by the week.
Both the increasingly top-down Venezuelan government as well as the fractious Venezuelan
opposition, which has at times resorted to anti-democratic methods, bear significant
responsibility for the current crisis and there are important critiques to be leveled against both.
As US socialists, we have a duty to do everything we can to stop US imperialism and make the
world safe for democracy and socialism; however, our role as an organization should not be to
intervene in the internal politics of Venezuela. Instead, we have a responsibility to use the
leverage we have to intervene strategically in US foreign policy to help the Venezuelan people
defend the gains made during Hugo Chávez’s presidency.
To that end, we call upon the US government to immediately cease and desist all attempts to
intervene in the internal politics of Venezuela and break with its shameful legacy of imperial
control in the region. Further, we call upon DSA chapters and DSA supported political
representatives to mobilize in this particularly critical moment around a campaign of solidarity
with the Venezuelan people, aimed specifically at reversing the US government’s disastrous
and counterproductive sanctions against Venezuela.
Solidarity with the people of Venezuela! Solidarity with the Bolivarian Revolution!
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The Charter of the Democratic Socialists of America,
San Diego Chapter Electoral Working Group
Our mission is to advance the the transition to socialism in the United States through the
election of socialist officials to public office and the passage of laws that lead toward economic,
racial, gender, sex, and climate justice (among other forms of justice) and empower a workingclass movement for socialist change. We recognize that electoral organizing is a necessary, but
not sufficient, practice for expanding society’s view of what is possible.
We seek to support the election of socialist and progressive officials, aid in the passage of
laws advancing various forms of justice, support the passage of “non-reformist reforms” that
give power to the working class at the expense of the capitalist class, and articulate and
publicize a vision of what a just society looks like. To accomplish these ends, we may collaborate
with other organizations and parties to an extent that we are able to advance our goals without
our values being compromised.
1. General Rules
The DSA San Diego Electoral Working Group shall conform to all of the Bylaws of the
San Diego Chapter of the Democratic Socialists of America. The DSA San Diego Electoral
Working Group (WG) is a nonhierarchical body. To the extent possible, the organizing tasks of
the WG will be shared among its active members and not limited to co-chairs. All DSA San
Diego members in good standing who wish to participate in the Electoral WG are welcome and
shall have equal rights within the group. Any DSA San Diego member in good standing may
make a WG proposal. Non-DSA San Diego members can also attend and work within the WG
and will be respected and welcomed. However, only DSA San Diego members in good standing
will have the ability to vote on WG proposals and in WG elections. Any additional positions and
roles besides co-chairs for facilitating WG functions and any amendments to the WG charter
may be proposed and approved by the majority votes of the WG. The WG charter may be
amended by a two-part process. A charter amendment may be proposed by a majority quorum
vote at a regular meeting of the WG, which allows for the scheduling of a confirmation vote at
the following regular meeting of the WG. The proposed charter amendment and timing of the
confirmation vote must be announced through all WG communication channels (e.g. email and
Slack) as soon as possible after the proposal of the amendment. Finally, the amendment may be
confirmed by a ⅔ majority quorum vote at the announced time during the regular meeting of the
WG.
2. Main Working Group Tasks and Objectives
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The main tasks of the WG are to:
● Propose electoral candidates for DSA-SD Chapter endorsement to the chapter’s
general body.
○ Candidates may be proposed for a chapter-wide endorsement by a ⅔
supermajority quorum vote at a WG meeting. The proposal vote must be
publicized chapter-wide at least one week in advance of the WG vote.
Candidates must meet WG minimum standards for endorsement.

● Propose electoral measures for DSA-SD Chapter endorsement to the chapter’s
general body.
○ Measures may be proposed for a chapter-wide endorsement by a ⅔
supermajority quorum vote at a WG meeting. The proposal vote must be
publicized chapter-wide at least one week in advance of the WG vote.
● In consultation with the general chapter body, generate a process for creating a
DSA-SD voting guide (separate from the candidate/measure endorsement
process).
○ Upon approval of a process for creating a DSA-SD voting guide by the
general chapter body, this WG should create a DSA-SD voting guide at a
special meeting of the Electoral WG for each primary and general
election.
● Propose and maintain WG minimum standards for chapter candidate
endorsement. Generation of or changes to the WG standards for candidate
endorsement may be approved by a ⅔ supermajority quorum WG vote announced
at least two weeks in advance.
● Support candidates, measures, and reforms that advance a socialist agenda, with
an emphasis on local candidates and issues.
○ The WG shall consult with other WGs to identify issues that directly
involve their specific working group domains and pursue legislative
approaches to these issues in collaboration with these WGs.
3. Working Group Co-Chairs and Responsibilities
Guidance and support for the WG’s development, logistics, and coordination of activities
is the responsibility of the WG’s chairs. Ideally, there should be two co-chairs sharing
responsibilities. However, in the absence of volunteers for the position within the WG, one chair
may be elected. Preference should be given to creating space for non-cis-het men and POC to
lead. WG co-chairs will be elected to one year terms by a majority quorum vote. Co-chairs may
hold their position for a maximum of two consecutive terms (i.e. two years consecutively in the
role.) Candidates for chair shall publicly announce their intentions of taking on the role at least
three weeks in advance.
Chairs may be recalled. A recall must be proposed and approved by majority quorum
vote at least four weeks in advance. The time and location of the recall vote shall be at a regular
meeting of the WG and announced on WG communication channels. At the next meeting
following four weeks time, the recall will succeed with a majority quorum vote. In the event of
a recall or vacation of a chair, there will be a chair election. Replacement chairs may run for
reelection as if for a first term during the next scheduled election.
Specific responsibilities of chairs include:
● Creating agenda for meetings
● Ensuring meeting dates/times and locations at at least monthly, preferably biweekly, and publicizing in advance.
● Maintaining WG contact lists.
● Maintaining contact with internal and external organizers as needed.
● Staying up-to-date with national and chapter dynamics.
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Quorum for holding binding meeting votes shall be approximately 40% of current
average WG meeting attendance, to be estimated at least once a year by the co-chairs. Starting
quorum is five members.
4. Meeting Frequency
The DSA San Diego Electoral Working Group will meet at least once a month and
preferably twice a month for general meetings. WG meetings are currently facilitated at the
discretion of the co-chairs.
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DSA San Diego Healthcare Justice Working Group Charter (draft)
Healthcare provides an important material basis for individual flourishing and autonomy.
As socialists, our aim is to rescue healthcare from the capitalist logics of profit extraction
and artificial scarcity and turn healthcare into a social right that is not subject to
contingent circumstance or arbitrary authority.
The primary mission of the working group is to advocate for the creation of a singlepayer healthcare system, either in California or at the national level. We believe that
such a system would: Weaken the power of employers over employees and of capital
over the healthcare system; improve material conditions for the working class; and
make one of our society’s central institutions more egalitarian. The working group may
also take on projects relating to the broader field of healthcare justice.
The DSA San Diego Healthcare Justice Working Group shall conform to all of the
Bylaws of the San Diego Chapter of the Democratic Socialists of America.
Membership: All DSA San Diego members in good standing who wish to participate in
the Electoral WG are welcome and shall have equal rights within the group. Any DSA
San Diego member in good standing may make a WG proposal. Non-DSA San Diego
members can also attend and work within the WG and will be respected and welcomed.
However, only DSA San Diego members in good standing will have the ability to vote on
WG proposals and in WG elections.
Leadership: There will be at least one chair, preferably two co-chairs. To the extent
possible, the organizing tasks of the working group will be shared among its active
members.
Responsibilities of chairs:
Create agenda for meetings
Maintain the working group’s contact list
Facilitate meetings or appoint someone to do so
Take notes at meetings or appoint someone to do so
Liaise with the Steering Committee
Publicize meeting time and place
Keep in touch with coalition partners
Keep up with National DSA Medicare for All
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Elections: Chair/co-chairs will be elected by a majority vote at a regular meeting. The
election will be advertised at least three weeks in advance. Persons wishing to run
should notify the working group at least three weeks in advance of the election. The
term for the chair/co-chairs will be one year.
Term limits: There will be a term limit of two consecutive one-year terms. Someone may
run again after being out of office for a year.
Amendments: The working group charter can be amended by vote at two successive
meetings. To pass, the amendment must first win a majority quorum vote at an initial
meeting. It will then be placed on the agenda for a subsequent meeting. Through the
regular working group communication channels, the working group membership will be
notified of the proposed amendment and the intent to vote on it at the second meeting.
The amendment will be adopted if it wins a ⅔ majority quorum at that second meeting.
Recalls: Chairs may be recalled. A recall must initially be proposed and approved by a
majority quorum vote at a regular meeting. It will then be scheduled for a second,
decisive vote at the next regular meeting that is at least four weeks in the future. The
working group membership will be notified via regular working group communication
channels of the intent to vote on the recall. At the assigned meeting, the recall will
succeed with a majority vote. In the event of a recall or vacation of a chair, there will be
a chair election. Replacement chairs may run for reelection as if for a first term during
the next scheduled election.
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DSA San Diego Ecosocialism Working Group Charter
Our mission is to ensure that the transition to socialism in the United States is based on
sound ecological principles, preserving the viability of the natural and human environments for
future generations and other forms of life, and bearing in mind the historical and present
inequities imposed by prior forms of society.
This working group seeks to help our chapter build local power for climate &
environmental justice; advance an ecosocialist perspective in environmental justice movements,
the DSA & greater left; promote understanding of climate science as well as the intersections of
capitalism, imperialism, systemic oppression & climate crisis; and build a socialist movement
that reflects the needs of the people and limits of our planet.
The DSA San Diego Ecosocialism Working Group shall conform to all of the Bylaws of
the San Diego Chapter of the Democratic Socialists of America. The DSA San Diego
Ecosocialism Working Group is a nonhierarchical body. All DSA San Diego members in good
standing who wish to participate in the Ecosocialism WG are welcome and shall have equal
rights within the group. Any DSA San Diego member in good standing may make a WG
proposal. Non-DSA San Diego members can also attend and work within the WG and will be
respected and welcomed. However, only DSA San Diego members in good standing will have
the ability to vote on WG proposals and in WG elections.
Guidance and support for the WG’s development, logistics, and coordination of activities
is the responsibility of the WG’s chairs. Ideally, there should be two co-chairs sharing
responsibilities. Preference should be given to creating space for non-cis-het men and POC to
lead. In the absence of volunteers for the position within the WG, one chair may be elected.
WG co-chairs will be elected to six month terms. Co-chairs may hold their position for a
maximum of four consecutive terms (i.e. one year in the role.) Candidates for chair shall
publicly announce their intentions of taking on the role at least one month in advance. Chairs
may be recalled. A recall must be proposed and approved by majority quorum vote at least one
month in advance. At the following monthly meeting, the recall will succeed with a majority
quorum vote. In the event of a recall or vacation of a chair, there will be a chair election.
Replacement chairs may run for reelection as if for a first term during the next scheduled
election.
Specific responsibilities of chairs include:
·
Ensuring meeting dates/times and locations at least monthly and publicizing in
advance.
·
Taking and distributing meeting notes.
·
Maintaining contact lists.
·
Maintaining contact with internal and external organizers as needed.
·
Staying up-to-date with national and chapter dynamics.
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Quorum for holding binding meeting votes shall be 40% of current average WG meeting
attendance to be established at least once a year by the co-chairs.
The DSA San Diego Ecosocialism Working Group will meet every second Sunday for
general meetings.
WG meetings are facilitated at the discretion of the co-chairs.
Any additional positions and roles besides co-chairs for facilitating WG functions and
any amendments to the WG charter may be proposed and approved by the votes of the WG.
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3/11/2019

Petition to the National Political Committee of Democratic Socialists of America: Defer Endorsement Vote to August Convention

Petition to the National Political
Committee of Democratic Socialists of
America: Defer Endorsement Vote to
August Convention
Pursuant to Article X, Section 3 of the Democratic Socialists of
America bylaws, the undersigned hereby petition the Steering
Committee of the National Political Committee to place the
following items on the agenda for the immediate next NPC
meeting:
• Defer any 2020 presidential election endorsement decision to
our highest governing body, the National Convention in August
2019, where members elected to represent all local chapters and
members at-large may debate and vote on such an
endorsement in a transparent manner.
DSA's Constitution, Bylaws, and Electoral Strategy contain no
specific processes for electoral endorsements impacting
multiple Locals, including but not limited to statewide and
presidential elections, and do not explicitly nor exclusively give
the NPC the authority to endorse presidential candidates on
behalf of the Membership. Article V, Section I of the bylaws
states that "[t]he National Convention shall be the highest
decision-making body of the organization".
Questions? Email defer2convention@gmail.com
Join the conversation on the DSA discussion forums at
discussion.dsausa.org

By typing my name below, I signify that I am a DSA member in
good standing and officially sign this Petition. *
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Petition to the National Political Committee of Democratic Socialists of America: Defer Endorsement Vote to August Convention

Email address associated with your DSA membership *
Data will only be used for verification and possible follow-up email if
necessary.

Chapter or Organizing Committee
Members in areas without a Chapter or OC (aka members-at-large) do not
need to fill out this section.

State *

Will you bring this petition to your Chapter and ask for their
official support?
Yes!

Please list any leadership position(s) within DSA, if applicable.

Comments

Submit
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Never submit passwords through Airtable forms. Report abuse

Create your own form with
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Democratic Socialists of America
San Diego

Statement on the National Political Committee proposed
independent expenditure Bernie 2020 campaign
Context
The National Political Committee (NPC) has stated its plan to vote on whether or
not to endorse Bernie Sanders’ 2020 presidential bid. In its communications, the NPC
has stated that it is considering running an independent campaign for Bernie Sanders.
This independent campaign would have a variety of implications which are far reaching
for DSA.
What is an independent expenditure campaign?
The Federal Election Commission defines independent expenditure:
An independent expenditure is an expenditure for a communication, such as a
website, newspaper, TV or direct mail advertisement that:
●

Expressly advocates the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate; and

●

Is not made in consultation or cooperation with, or at the request or suggestion of
a candidate, candidate’s committee, party committee or their agents.

Overall, using independent expenditures in campaigning would allow DSA to
have an independent Bernie 2020 campaign, however there are a variety of financial
and legal implications to independent expenditures. The following were brought up at
DSA San Diego’s town hall on the endorsement process:
-

Purchasing voter file access costs around $150,000

-

Independent campaigns likely need a full time compliance staffer

-

Technical infrastructure for campaign work is expensive, tens of
thousands of dollars minimum

-

Large number of staff needed to run independent campaign effectively,
including legal counsel
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-

Communications with other independent election campaigns are legally
limited, meaning DSA members involved in the campaign will have
limitations on collaboration with other campaigns.

Furthermore, the NPC has put forward only vague plans for fundraising and
numbers of staff required. It has not released a budget for this proposed campaign.
Ultimately, it plans to decide whether this process will be started independently of
member input and without a substantive plan addressing financial and legal
implications.

Overall, this independent campaign will cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars or more and is rife with legal complications and hidden costs. DSA San
Diego calls on the NPC to defer any decision to stage an independent expenditure
campaign for Bernie 2020 until the national convention in August. We resolve that
this is an existential decision that can only be made by the highest democratic
body of this organization - the convention - not by a few in the NPC.
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